
THE VISUAL 
WORKPLACE



Work used to 
be a place that 
we went to for 
a fixed period of 
time. Now it’s an 
activity integrated 
with the rest of 
our lives, and can 
be done anytime, 
anywhere.



Is your workplace technology keeping pace?

“Digital, Disparate, And Disengaged: Bridging The Gap Between In-Office And Remote Workers,”
a commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Prysm, June 2016

60% 64%
ONLY

¼
OF WORKERS SPEND AT LEAST
ONE DAY A WEEK WORKING
OUTSIDE THE OFFICE

OF WORKERS REGULARLY 
COLLABORATE WITH PEOPLE
IN OTHER LOCATIONS

OF WORKERS FELT STRONGLY THAT 
THEIR EMPLOYERS PROVIDED ADEQUATE 
TOOLS TO COLLABORATE EFFECTIVELY





Unify content and applications into 
cloud-based visual workspaces 
that help global teams collaborate 
on any screen — from any location

PRYSM APPLICATION SUITE
Dynamic software that combines applications, 
content, the web and video conferencing for 
enhanced collaboration experiences that can be 
shared simultaneously across many locations.

PRYSM CLOUD
Stores and organizes content into cloud-based 
visual workspaces enabling persistent access 
and increased productivity for global and remote 
teams. Flexible deployment options include 
multi-tenant or dedicated.

PRYSM VISUAL WORKPLACE
PRYSM DISPLAYS
Large interactive displays available in a variety 
of standard and customized sizes that are up to 
75% more energy-efficient. Standard sizes range 
from 85” to 190”. 

PRYSM MOBILE
Freedom to access private or shared cloud 
workspaces from anywhere on any device.

PRYSM SERVICES
Prysm is dedicated to providing an unparalleled 
level of support. Our global team is always 
available to help customers meet their goals.



Reimagine the 
workplace — from 
briefing centers 
and boardrooms, 
to huddle rooms 
and home offices, 
or any space in 
between.



The collaboration platform for all the ways you work



ABOUT PRYSM
Prysm is helping companies define a new way of work. One where applications, content, video conferencing and the web 
can all be easily combined into a visual workspace where teams can create, edit and share. These interactive workspaces 
are stored in the cloud and available on any sized screen. Prysm’s Visual Workplace solutions span from executive briefing 
center to home office — and every size workplace in between. Today, Prysm powers many companies in the Fortune 1,000 
and our customers are leaders in all industries including technology, energy, finance, healthcare, media and universities. 
To define your company’s new way of work, visit prysm.com.

HEADQUARTERS
180 Baytech Drive
San Jose, CA 95134 USA

Contact us:
sales@prysm.com
prysm.com
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